










Jeremy E. Bigwood
Note
MEMORANDUMJanuary 22, 2002TO:	Bill GarvelinkTHROUGH:	Greg GottliebFROM:	Russell PorterRE:	36 Hours in VenezuelaExecutive SummaryOn Friday, January 18, I had nine meetings in Caracas, including a meeting with U.S. Ambassador Donna Hrinak. While my trip was brief and limited to the capital, it was apparent that Venezuela is precariously close to falling off of the democratic path it began in 1958. While it is possible that Venezuela could right itself, the recent rhetoric and actions of President Hugo Chavez makes that outcome appear remote. Indeed, there is a belief among nearly everyone I spoke with that Chavez will not finish out the year as president -  either by being be forced to resign or through a military coup -  and for democracy to have any chance of being preserved, immediate support is needed for independent media and the civil society sector. I recommend that OTI send an assessment team to Venezuela as soon as possible with a prejudice toward starting an active program to support civil society and the media.Background -OTI was asked to consider a program in Venezuela by the State Department’s Office of Andean Affairs on January 4. In subsequent briefings and discussions, it became clear there is growing concern about the political health of the country. OTI was asked if it could offer programs and assistance in order to strengthen the democratic elements that are under increasing fire from the Chavez government. The decision was made that I would stop in Caracas to meet with the U.S. Embassy and various NGOs on my way back from Colombia. The political and economic sections in the Embassy organized the trip and the meetings, and Embassy officers accompanied me on each visit.ObservationsOn January 18, I met with representatives from eight different organizations, as well asDonna Hrinak, the current U.S. Ambassador (see Annex I for the schedule). Thesegroups represented both the left and the right of the political spectrum in Venezuela.It is my observation that Venezuela is at a crossroads in its history. President Hugo Chavez, who led a military coup against the government in 1992, is rapidly losing support. He has failed to come through on the populist policies that he ran on in 1998and again in 2000 after he re-wrote the constitution, and the public is feeling yet again victim of unfulfil1ed promises from its leaders. His “revolutionary” vision to oust the old elite has impaired the public sector, scared away foreign investment and resulted in higher unemployment. These economic and social troubles will soon pose a serious political problem (see Annex II for more detail).At this point, Chavez has not actually done anything illegal or taken any direct action in subverting the democratic process. His popularity poll ratings are around 40 percent Groups are still able to march and to speak out against the government. Newspapers able to print what they want. However, Chavez is using extremely fervent authoritarian rhetoric to threaten the independent media, civil society, and others speaking out against the government’s policies. Everyone I spoke with believes it is only a matter of time before his rhetoric turns to action against the opposition. Democracy is clearly under threat and there are few organizations that can stand up to a hostile government.One of the large weaknesses in Venezuela is the lack of a vibrant civil society. There appears to be several dozen NGOs in Caracas, but few outside the capital, providing scant buffer between the government and the people. The two major political parties have disintegrated in the wake of Chavez’s 1998 presidential landslide. In their absence there is a cacophony of groups expressing opposition to the government. But by having no central or united opposition, Chavez is perhaps enjoying artificially high poll numbersIt appears from Chavez’s rhetoric that he is looking for a reason to declare emergency powers in order to crack down on the opposition. That reason could come as early a January 23, when a march of over 40,000 protestors is scheduled. Chavez has organized his groups to march at the same time and violence is possible.What seems apparent is there is a battle - both figuratively and literally -  brewingbetween Chavez and the democratic sectors of society. Both political and economic problems will increase, and if nothing is done to support democracy, Chavez will be either forced out of office or will have to resort to repression because tensions will mount in the near term. On the other hand, those who oppose him sense weakness and are waiting for a time to strike.Rumors of a coup are pervasive. Those I met with indicated they had heard something was on the horizon, although no one provided any direct evidence or admitted to haying heard anything first hand. The idea of military involvement was upsetting to everyone, both in democratic terms and in economic terms because it would be a tremendous setback for


